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Protein motions play an essential role in many biochemical processes. Lab studies often quantify these
motions in terms of their kinetics such as the speed at which a protein folds or the population of certain
interesting states like the native state. Kinetic metrics give quantifiable measurements of the folding process
that can be compared across a group of proteins such as a wild-type protein and its mutants.

We present two new techniques, Map-based Master Equation solution and Map-based Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, to study protein kinetics through folding rates and population kinetics from approximate folding
landscapes, models called maps. From these two new techniques, interesting metrics that describe the folding
process, such as reaction coordinates, can also be studied. In this paper we focus on two metrics, formation
of helices and structure formation around tryptophan residues. These two metrics are often studied in the
lab through CD spectra analysis and tryptophan fluorescence experiments, respectively. The approximated
landscape models we use here are the maps of protein conformations and their associated transitions that
we have presented and validated previously.

In contrast to other methods such as the traditional master equation and Monte Carlo simulation, our
techniques are both fast and can easily be computed for full length detailed protein models. We validate
our map-based kinetics techniques by comparing folding rates to known experimental results. We also look
in depth at the population kinetics, helix formation, and structure near tryptophan residues for a variety of
proteins.
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1 Introduction

As proteins fold to their native, functional state, they
undergo critical conformational changes that effect
their functionality. Some conformational changes are
detrimental. For example, diseases such as Mad Cow
disease or Alzheimer’s disease are caused by mis-
folded proteins [6]. Insight into the kinetics and de-
tailed mechanics of the folding process will help ex-
plain critical information about the protein such as
its function and why it misfolds.

In lab experiments, kinetic measurements are used
frequently to quantify the folding process. Numerous
lab experimental methods such as Circular Dichro-
ism (CD spectra), fluorescence studies, hydrogen-
deuterium exchange, and pulse-labeling [26], give
time-scaled based views of the folding process. These
measurements can be used to compare the kinetics of
a group of proteins. For example, often the effects
of mutations can be studied in detailed through the
comparison of kinetic metrics.

Simulating protein folding kinetics has been a dif-
ficult task performed on small structures through
computationally expensive methods such as molec-
ular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations. Studies
on larger proteins have recently been accomplished,
but these simulations have only been done on limited
proteins represented with coarse models.

In our previous work [2, 32], we studied protein
folding through the application of a method that
builds an approximate map of a protein’s potential
energy landscape. This map contains thousands of
feasible folding pathways to the known native state
enabling the study of global landscape properties.
We obtained promising results for several proteins
[32]. The pathways were validated by comparing sec-
ondary structure formation order with known exper-
imental results. However, we were unable to study
kinetic properties such as relative folding rates and
population kinetics.

This work introduces new methodologies for study-
ing the kinetics of protein folding: Map-based Mas-
ter Equation (MME) and Map-based Monte Carlo
(MMC) solution. These techniques provide quan-
titative kinetic measurements such as relative fold-
ing rates and population kinetics that we could not

obtain before from our maps. In contrast to other
methods such as the traditional master equation and
Monte Carlo simulation, our techniques are both fast
and can easily be computed for full length and de-
tailed protein models. We also show that these two
new techniques facilitate the study of interesting met-
rics that describe the folding process, reaction coordi-
nates. In this paper we focus on two metrics: forma-
tion of helices and structure formation around trypto-
phan residues. These two metrics are often studied in
the lab through CD spectra analysis and tryptophan
fluorescence studies, respectively [26]. We validate
our techniques by comparing folding rates to known
experimental results. We also look in depth at the
population kinetics and the reaction coordinates for
a variety of proteins in order to correlate our simula-
tion results with the trends seen in experiment.

We invite the community to help us enrich
our publicly available database of motions and
kinetics analysis by submitting to our server:
http://parasol.tamu.edu/foldingserver/

2 Related Work

There are many different methods for studying pro-
tein folding kinetics. In this section we briefly in-
troduce some of the methods, give insight into their
strengths and weaknesses, and discuss the kinetics
that each method provides.

Molecular Dynamics. Molecular dynamics sim-
ulates the dynamics of the folding process using New-
ton’s classical equations of motion. The forces ap-
plied are usually approximations computed using the
first derivative of an empirical potential function.
Molecular dynamics studies are highly realistic and
help give insight into how proteins fold in nature.
They also facilitate study of the underlying folding
mechanism, provide folding pathways, and identify
intermediate folding states. While they give phys-
ically realistic simulations, these simulations come
at a large computational cost. For example, it has
taken months of supercomputer time to simulate a
microsecond of a very small (36 residues) protein fold-
ing [10] using molecular dynamics! Researchers are
identifying ways to counteract the cost of MD sim-
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ulations. For example, the The Folding@Home dis-
tributed computing project [28] computes MD simu-
lations with a cluster of over 30,000 computers world-
wide.

Monte Carlo Simulation. Monte Carlo simula-
tion finds a single folding trajectory [8, 14]. However,
each run is computationally expensive because at
each point in the conformation space search, complex
kinetics and thermodynamics are simulated. Multi-
ple runs are often done because the search is stochas-
tic. Like molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo simula-
tions provide highly realistic insight into the folding
process.

Master Equation Kinetics. Folding kinetics
have also been studied through a computation across
the folding landscape. One way this has been done
is through the use of lattice models that have enu-
merated the folding landscape, and then the master
equation is computed for this landscape [7, 22, 23, 25].
One advantage of these approaches is that the tran-
sition state emerges from the dominate modes of the
master equation solution. However, these models are
very simplistic and do not represent real structures or
sequences. Recent applications of the master equa-
tion have been able study proteins with full structures
[33]. However, the enumeration of the folding land-
scape is limited to the formation of contact clusters,
which are groupings of nearby contacts as derived
from the native-state contact map.

Statistical Mechanical Methods. Statistical
mechanical methods have also been successful in
studying protein folding kinetics. These methods
have provided estimates of the transition state en-
semble, folding rates, and Φ-values [20, 1]. Only re-
cently has this method been applied to larger protein
structures of up to 349 residues [9]. However, these
models use a very simplified energy function that de-
pends only on the topology of the protein’s native
state and hence are not as accurate as the distance
from the native state increases (as the protein un-
folds).

SRS and PFold. Stochastic Roadmap Simula-
tions (SRS) samples motions and studies kinetics by
modeling the folding energy landscape as a network
of conformations where the connection between two
conformations in the network reflects the transition

probability between them. In early SRS work [3], the
protein structure was modeled as a sequence of rigid
secondary structure pieces and the packing order of
these elements was studied.

In recent work [5], SRS was shown to identify the
transition state ensemble and it was used to compute
folding rates and Φ-values. In order to identify the
transition state ensemble, the conformation is mod-
eled as a binary vector where each bit represents a
sequence of five residues. The bit is set to 0 if the sub-
sequence is non-native or 1 if it is native-like. All pos-
sible conformations and transitions (i.e., a single bit
change) were enumerated in the model. To compute
Pfold, the probability of folding, they perform ran-
dom walks from every conformation until it reaches
either the folded state or the unfolded state. Pfold
for a given conformation is then the percentage of
times a random walk from that conformation reaches
the folded state before the unfolded state. Transi-
tions are not allowed out of either the folded or the
unfolded state.

In this model, Pfold helps identify the transition
state ensemble. They use this ensemble to calculate
relative folding rates and Φ-values. However, their
model only contains a single unfolded state. Thus
each conformation in their model does not represent
the same volume of the energy landscape. In a more
realistic model, it is unlikely that there will be a
single, unique unstructured (‘unfolded’) state, thus
making the Pfold calculation more difficult for use
with more structurally accurate models.

Our Contribution. The techniques introduced
in this paper, MME and MMC, provide quantitative
kinetic measurements such as relative folding rates
and population kinetics. Also, interesting reaction
coordinates such as helix formation and structure
around tryptophan residues can be monitored during
the simulated folding process. In our previous work
[2, 32], we provided methods for building an approx-
imate map of a protein’s potential energy landscape
[2, 32] and an RNA’s folding landscape [31]. We have
published results from our approximate maps for pro-
teins up to 148 residues easily built on a desktop PC
[32]. These maps provide a framework for the MME
and MMC techniques.

In contrast to other methods such as the tradi-
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tional master equation and Monte Carlo simulation,
MME calculation and MMC simulation are both fast
and can easily be computed for full length and de-
tailed protein models. The MME calculation gives
insight into the folding rate, equilibrium distribution,
and transition states. The MMC simulation gives a
stochastic view of the folding process and allows the
computation of population kinetics.

3 Roadmaps for Protein
Folding

In previous work [2], we introduced an approach
to protein folding that is based on the probabilistic
roadmap approach for motion planning [13]. We ap-
plied our method to a large number of structures and
were able to identify subtle differences in the known
experimental secondary structure formation order for
proteins with very similar structures [29, 32].

Our method is simple and consists of two main
steps: (1) sampling conformations in the landscape
and (2) making transitions between sampled confor-
mations. In the first step, conformations (nodes)
are sampled on the folding landscape, with a bias
to increase density near the known native state. In
the second step, connections (edges) are made be-
tween sampled conformations with similar structure.
Weights are assigned to directed edges to reflect the
energetic feasibility of transitioning between the two
endpoint conformations. This combination of nodes
and weighted edges forms a roadmap that approxi-
mates the energy landscape. This roadmap encodes
thousands of folding pathways. The most energet-
ically feasible pathways in the roadmap can be ex-
tracted using these weights.

Connections between two nodes, q1 and q2, are
labeled with edge weights that reflect the energetic
feasibility of transitioning between them. This is
done by first identifying all the intermediate nodes,
q1 = c0, c1, ..., cn−1, cn = q2, that connect q1 to q2.
For each pair of consecutive conformations ci and
ci+1, the probability Pi of transitioning from ci to
ci+1 depends on the difference between their poten-

tial energies ∆Ei = E(ci+1) − E(ci):

Pi =

{

e
−∆Ei

kT if ∆Ei > 0
1 if ∆Ei ≤ 0

(1)

This keeps the detailed balance between two adjacent
states and enables the edge weight to be computed
by summing the logarithms of the probabilities for all
pairs of consecutive conformations in the sequence.
With this edge weight definition, we can use simple
graph search algorithms to extract the most ener-
getically feasible pathways in the roadmap between
two given states (e.g. from the unfolded state to the
folded state).

Protein Model. We model the protein as an
articulated linkage. Using a standard modeling as-
sumption for proteins that bond angles and bond
lengths are fixed [30], the only degrees of freedom
in our model are the backbone’s phi and psi torsional
angles which are modeled as revolute joints with val-
ues in the range [0, 2π).

Potential Energy Calculation. Our method is
flexible and allows any potential function to be used.
In this paper, we use a coarse potential function sim-
ilar to [18]. We use a step function approximation of
the van der Waals potential component and model
side chains as spheres with zero dof. If any two
spheres are too close (i.e., less than 2.4Å during sam-
pling and 1.0Å during connection), a very high po-
tential is returned. Otherwise, the potential is:

Utot =
∑

restraints

Kd{[(di − d0)
2 + d2

c ]
1/2 − dc} + Ehp

(2)
where Kd is 100 kcal/mol and d0 = dc = 2 Å as
in [18]. The first term represents constraints favor-
ing known secondary structure through main-chain
hydrogen bonds and disulphide bonds, and the sec-
ond term is the hydrophobic effect. The hydropho-
bic effect is computed as follows: if two hydrophobic
residues are within 6 Å of each other, then the po-
tential is decreased by 100 kJ/mol.

4 Map-based Kinetics Analysis

Our roadmaps give an approximate view of the pro-
tein folding landscape. In the past, we have success-
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fully extracted low-energy pathways, validated sec-
ondary structure formation order, and seen general
and consistent trends in reaction coordinates such as
native contacts present and RMSD. However, we had
not been able to extract important kinetic measures
such as folding rates and population kinetics. In this
section, we introduce two new techniques that enable
us to extract this information from our roadmaps:
Map-based Master Equation solution (MME) and
Map-based Monte Carlo simulation (MMC). Unlike
traditional master equation calculation and Monte
Carlo simulation, these techniques run very fast and
can be applied to full length detailed protein models.

The application of the MMC technique to the ap-
proximated landscape reduces the roadmap to a set
of stochastic configurations and pathways. The bene-
fit of this reduction is the ability to measure reaction
coordinates, metrics that describe events during the
time evolution of the folding process. In this sec-
tion, we also present methods for using the MMC
pathways to calculate two such reaction coordinates:
helix formation and formation of structure around
tryptophan residues.

4.1 Map-based Master Equation
(MME)

The master equation calculation gives insight into the
folding rate, the equilibrium distribution, and transi-
tion states. However, it requires a detailed model of
the possible conformations and their associated tran-
sitions. In the past, this has been done by enumerat-
ing landscapes – feasible only for small protein mod-
els or segments.

In this work we develop a strategy for applying the
master equation to the approximation of the fold-
ing landscape provided by our roadmaps. As we will
show, our roadmaps provide a suitable framework to
apply the master equation without requiring an enu-
meration of the conformation space. A major ben-
efit of this is that the Map-based Master Equation
(MME) technique enables us to apply the master
equation to much larger proteins than was possible
before.

Master equation formalism has been developed for
folding kinetics in a number of earlier studies [12, 33].

The stochastic process of folding is represented as a
set of transitions among all n conformations (states).
The time evolution of the population of each state,
Pi(t), can be described by the following master equa-
tion:

dPi(t)/dt =
n

∑

i6=j

(kjiPj(t) − kijPi(t)) (3)

where kij denotes the transition rate from state i to
state j. Thus, the change in population Pi(t) is the
difference between transitions to state i and transi-
tions from state i.

If we use an n-dimensional column vector p(t) =
(P1(t), P2(t), . . . , Pn(t))′ to denote the population of
n conformational states, then we can construct an
n × n matrix M to represent the transitions, where

{

Mij = kji i 6= j
Mii = −

∑

i6=j kij
(4)

The master equation can be represented in matrix
form:

dp(t)/dt = Mp(t). (5)

The solution to the master equation is:

Pi(t) =
∑

k

∑

j

NikeλktN−1

kj Pj(0) (6)

where N is the matrix of eigenvectors Ni for the ma-
trix M in equation 4 and Λ is the diagonal matrix of
its eigenvalues λi. Pj(0) is the initial population of
conformation j.

From equation 6, we see that the eigenvalue spec-
trum is composed of n modes. If sorted by magnitude
in ascending order, the eigenvalues include λ0 = 0
and several small magnitude eigenvalues. Since all
the eigenvalues are negative, the population kinetics
will stabilize over time. The population distribution
p(t) will converge to the equilibrium Boltzmann dis-
tribution, and no mode other than the mode with
the zero eigenvalue will contribute to the equilibrium.
Thus the eigenmode with eigenvalue λ0 = 0 corre-
sponds to the stable distribution, and its eigenvector
corresponds to the Boltzmann distribution of all con-
formations in equilibrium.
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Similarly, we see that the large magnitude eigen-
values correspond to the fast folding modes, that is,
those modes which fold in a burst. Their contribution
to the population will die away quickly. Similarly,
the smaller the magnitude of the eigenvalue is, the
more influence its corresponding eigenvector has on
the global folding process. Thus, the global folding
rates are determined by the slow modes.

For some folders (2-state folders), their folding rate
is dominated by only one non-zero slowest mode. If
we sort the eigen spectrum by ascending magnitude,
there will be one other eigenvalue λ1 in addition to
eigenvalue λ0 that is significantly smaller in magni-
tude than all other eigenvalues. This λ1 corresponds
to the folding mode that determines the global fold-
ing rate. We will refer to it as the master folding
mode. Its corresponding eigenvector denotes its con-
tribution to the population of each state. Hence, the
large magnitude components of the eigenvector cor-
respond to the states whose populations are most im-
pacted by the master folding mode. These states are
the transition states [24, 25].

We apply the master equation formalism to our
roadmaps by assigning each node in our roadmap to
a row (and column) in the matrix M . The transition
rates are computed directly from the edge weight:
Kij = K0e

−Wij . K0 is the constant coefficient ad-
justed according to experimental results. We will use
MME to compute the relative folding rates for several
proteins with known kinetics.

4.2 Map-based Monte Carlo (MMC)

Population kinetics provides information about the
time evolution of different conformational popula-
tions. In our earlier work, we simply extracted the
most energetically feasible paths in the roadmap to
study the folding process. However, this does not
mirror the stochastic folding process and cannot be
used to determine the type of kinetic information that
we are interested in here. In this paper, we show
how we can adapt Monte Carlo simulation and apply
it directly to our roadmaps. Because the roadmap
approximates the energy landscape, we can use the
pathways computed by the Map-based Monte Carlo
(MMC) simulation to compute population kinetics.

Applying Monte Carlo simulation to our approx-
imated landscape allows for the study of large pro-
tein structures with only a small computational cost.
Previously, the size of the protein’s conformational
space limited the application of Monte Carlo tech-
niques to small proteins (e.g. all-atom 56 residue
protein [27]). However, our roadmap provides a pre-
computed framework for this walk and greatly simpli-
fies the computation required by Monte Carlo analy-
sis.

In order to apply the Monte Carlo technique to our
roadmap, we must ensure that the likelihood of tran-
sitioning from one neighbor to another is probabilisti-
cally biased by their Boltzmann transition probabili-
ties. During roadmap construction, we compute edge
weights that reflect the energetic feasibility to tran-
sition from one neighbor to another. We turn these
edge weights into transition probabilities to perform
the Monte Carlo simulation. One way to do this
is to cluster the edge weights into disjoint buckets
that reflect a grouping of edge weight qualities. After
all edge weights are assigned a bucket, edge weights
within a bucket are assigned a probability Qij reflect-
ing their quality within the bucket. In doing so, the
probability of each edge weight is assigned in a biased
Gaussian fashion that favors clear discrimination of
low edge weights, yet still can differentiate between
edges of all weights. Then the probability to transi-
tion between two states, Pij can be calculated as:

Pij =







Qij

1+
∑

n−1

j=0
Qij

if j 6= i

1

1+

∑

n−1

j=0
Qij

if j = i
(7)

where n is the number of outgoing edges from node
i. This ensures the sum of all probabilities (including
the self-transition probability) out of node i is one.
Note that the transition probability is dependent on
the number of outgoing edges from a node. Since
during roadmap construction we only attempt con-
nections between the k closest neighbors according
to some distance metric, the out-degree for all nodes
is roughly similar. Thus, this transition probability
calculation is fair to all nodes in the roadmap and
maintains detailed balance.
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4.2.1 Helix Formation

The protein folding process can be monitored in the
lab through the formation of local portions of the
three-dimensional structure of the protein. These
local segments, commonly helices and strands, are
the secondary structure of the protein. In the lab,
the average formation of secondary structure can be
measured through the technique of far-UV CD spec-
troscopy. At far-UV wavelengths (190-250 nm) the
chromophore is the peptide bond and the resulting
signal from CD spectroscopy appears when the pep-
tide bond is located in a regular folded environment.
It is common to monitor the formation of a specific
type of secondary structure during the folding process
by performing CD spectroscopy at a certain wave-
length. One of the most common measurements is
done at the wavelength of 220nm where the forma-
tion of helices can be monitored.

There are many ways to measure helix formation
in silico. In statistical mechanical simulations, the
protein backbone is modeled by a sequence of dihe-
dral angles, one angle between each pair of residues
[9]. Helix formation has been measured from these
simulations by summing the individual angle change
between conformations. Unlike the single angle per
residue model, our model consists of two angles that
can be independently similar or dissimilar. Given
this independence and a more complex protein model,
we explored alternative ways of defining the forma-
tion of helices. Also unlike the statistical mechanical
model, our pathways and configurations are extracted
stochastically through the MMC technique.

In the results presented in this paper, we used a
measurement of helix formation that calculates the
native contact formation in helices, H(t), as a func-
tion of time step, t, from the MMC simulation:

H(t) =

∑

ij

Hij(t)

H(native)
where i, j ∈ helix (8)

The contribution of a single contact, Hij(t), is equal
to 1 if the residue pair (i, j) forms a native contact in
the configuration at time step t. In order to compare
results across proteins, the values of H(t) are normal-
ized by the number of contacts at helices measured at

the protein’s native state, H(native). Thus, 1 rep-
resents the full formation of the helix structures in
a configuration and 0 represents no helix structure
formed.

4.2.2 Tryptophan Structure Formation

The protein folding process can also be studied in the
lab by monitoring the fluorescence of certain amino
acids. The fluorescence yield of these amino acids is
determined by their local environment given the con-
figuration of the protein. While all aromatic amino
acids are known to fluoresce under certain conditions,
the tryptophan residue is often favored for experi-
ments because of its high fluorescence yield.

Even though tryptophan rarely occurs in proteins,
it is common to mutate a protein to make fluorescence
studies possible. Tryptophan can be introduced into
the structure where fluorescence yield is optimized
through site-directed mutagenesis. For example, they
are often placed in the core of the protein and away
from polar amino acids that detract from their yield.

In order to monitor the local environment of the
tryptophan residues, we explore the effect of native
contacts. As tryptophans are involved in native con-
tacts, their local environment becomes more similar
to the environment in the native state. At that native
structure, we expect their fluorescence to be maxi-
mized. A similar approach was used in [9]. However,
unlike [9], our pathways and configurations are ex-
tracted stochastically through MMC.

In the results presented in this paper, we use a
measurement of tryptophan structure formation that
calculates the native contact formation tryptophan
residues, Trp(t), as a function of time step, t, from
the MMC simulation.

Trp(t) =

∑

ij

Trpij(t)

Trp(native)
where i, j ∈ tryptophan

(9)
The contribution of a single contact, Trpij(t), is equal
to 1 if the residue pair (i, j) forms a native contact
in the configuration at time step t and either i or
j is a tryptophan. This is a simple measure and
could be modified for more complex local environ-
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ments impacting fluorescence yield. In order to com-
pare results across proteins, the values of Trp(t) are
normalized by the number of contacts in the native
state involving tryptophans, Trp(native). Thus, a
value of 1 represents the full formation of the struc-
ture involving the tryptophan residues, and a value
of 0 represents no tryptophan structure formed.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present results demonstrating
how we can extract kinetics information from our
roadmaps. We show that our Map-based Master
Equation (MME) can accurately compute the rela-
tive folding rates of protein G and two of its variants.
Then we use our Map-based Monte Carlo (MMC)
simulation to investigate the folding population ki-
netics of the native state for several small proteins
studied in our previous work [32]. When available,
the helix formation and tryptophan contact forma-
tion calculated during the folding process of these
proteins is also shown. It would be computationally
prohibitive to apply the traditional Monte Carlo sim-
ulation or Master equation calculation to these pro-
teins and detailed protein model, hence we cannot
compare to them.

5.1 Relative Folding Rates by MME

One interesting protein to study is protein G (Fig-
ure 1 (a)). Protein G is a small two-state folder com-
posed of a central α-helix and two β-hairpins. Nauli
et al. [21] created two mutants of protein G to alter
its folding behavior to switch the hairpin formation
order while maintaining the same secondary and ter-
tiary structure, NuG1 (Figure 1 (b)) and NuG2 (Fig-
ure 1 (c)). They also show that these two mutants
fold 100 times faster than protein G.

We used our new MME to compute the relative
folding rates of these two proteins on roadmaps that
reached stable secondary structure formation order.
In the results shown here, the potential values were
normalized to fall between 0 and 1 for the fastest
computation of the master equation solution. Table 1
gives the magnitudes of the 10 smallest eigenvalues

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Ribbons diagrams for (a) protein G and its
variants (b) NuG1 and (c) NuG2. The mutated hairpin
is in wireframe for NuG1 and NuG2.

for each protein. Figure 2 shows the magnitudes of
the 5 smallest eigenvalues. Recall that the smallest
non-zero eigenvalues represent the rate-limiting bar-
rier in the folding process. Therefore, they have the
largest impact on the global folding rate. As seen in
the magnitude of the second eigenvalue in Figure 2,
protein G folds much slower than the two mutants,
NuG1 and NuG1. Also, NuG1 and NuG2 fold at very
similar rates. This matches what has been been seen
in lab experiments. While in previous work [32] we
were able to accurately identify the hairpin formation
order of protein G and mutants NuG1 and NuG2, we
were unable to study the change in folding rate.

Index Protein G NuG1 NuG2

1 9.44e-15 4.59e-14 3.78e-14
2 2.56e-2 2.13e+0 6.68e+0
3 2.97e+0 2.25e+0 7.53e+0
4 6.69e+0 2.48e+0 8.31e+0
5 6.85e+0 3.80e+0 8.90e+0
6 6.97e+0 4.33e+0 10.29e+0
7 7.10e+0 5.77e+0 11.40e+0
8 7.48e+0 7.59e+0 12.16e+0
9 7.70e+0 8.86e+0 12.21e+0
10 9.64e+0 9.91e+0 12.64e+0

Table 1: Magnitudes of the 10 smallest eigenvalues com-
puted by MME for protein G and its mutants NuG1 and
NuG2.

Figure 3 shows the performance of MME for
roadmaps ranging in size from 2000 to 15000 nodes.
The running time of MME scales linearly with
roadmap size (i.e., the size of the landscape model).
Thus, MME has an advantage over the traditional
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Figure 2: Eigenvalue comparison between protein G and
mutants NuG1 and NuG2 computed by MME. NuG1 and
NuG2 are experimentally known to fold 100 times faster
than protein G [21].

master equation solution. While traditional master
equation solution is usually applied to a fully enumer-
ated landscape, MME is only computationally lim-
ited by the size of the approximated landscape model.
Here we have shown that this approximated model
can be a subset of the entire configuration space.
This enables us to study larger proteins with more
detailed models than can be handled by traditional
techniques.
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Figure 3: Running time of MME for protein G, and
its variants NuG1 and NuG2 as a function of roadmap
size. MME scales linearly with the size of the landscape
model/map.

5.2 Folding Kinetics by MMC

We can also study the folding process by comput-
ing the population kinetics of the native state with
our new MMC simulation. A single roadmap encodes
thousands of folding pathways. Previously, we ex-
tracted folding pathways by finding the most ener-
getically feasible pathways in the roadmap. While
this provided useful information about high level
folding events such as the temporal ordering of sec-
ondary structure which we could validate against ex-
periment, we could not use the deterministically ex-
tracted pathways to infer kinetic information. By in-
stead extracting pathways stochastically using MMC,
we can now compute population kinetics for different
states. For example, we can compare the population
kinetics of the unfolded state and the folded state.

We computed the population kinetics of several
two-state folders studied in our previous work [32]
(see Table 2). In that work, we were able to produce
roadmaps whose secondary structure formation order
matched native state out-exchange experiments and
pulsed-labeling experiments when available [19]. We
use the same roadmaps here, but are able to supple-
ment our previous results by using MMC to compute
the population kinetics of the folded state and of the
unfolded state. Table 2 also displays the MMC anal-
ysis time. In all cases, the analysis took less than 1
hour on a 2.4 GHz desktop PC with 512 MB RAM.

Figure 4 displays the results for several proteins
studied. MMC was run for 500 iterations and 50,000
time steps. Our experience shows that this pro-
vided population kinetics with small variance. These
proteins are similar in size (ranging from 53 to 86
residues) and varying secondary structure makeup.
We study all α proteins, all β proteins, and mixed α
and β proteins.

Notice that the population kinetics of the native
state for the all α proteins (Figure 4(a,b)) shows a
gradual growth at a constant rate. The all β pro-
teins (Figure 4(c)) and mixed proteins (Figure 4(d–
f)), however, display a steep climb in their popula-
tion kinetics and then plateau. We believe this is
due to nucleation effects (e.g., that each native con-
tact does not have the same probability of forming)
present in structures containing β-sheets. For exam-
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Protein Name PDB ID Length SS Nodes Edges MMC Time (m)

Dv Rubredoxin (RdDv) 1rdv 52 2α+3β 4000 206440 20.83
Murine Epidermal GF (mEGF) 1egf 53 3β 4000 199600 19.94
Cp Rubredoxin (RdCp) 1smu 54 3α+3β 6000 200072 22.19
Protein G, domain B1 (Protein G) 1gb1 56 1α+4β 4000 198588 20.71
Protein A, domain B (Protein A) 1bdd 60 3α 6000 276342 23.12
Acyl-coenzyme A Binding Protein (ACBP) 2abd 86 5α 18000 953900 35.94

Table 2: Proteins studied and MMC analysis time.

ple, a contact near the turn of a β-hairpin (i.e., with
lower effective contact order) has a greater probabil-
ity to form early while more non-local native con-
tacts such as those at the end of the hairpin have
a lower probability to form early. Their formation
probability increases as the protein folds/nucleates.
This is commonly referred to as a “zipping” process
[11]. Conversely, most contacts in an α-helix are lo-
cal (i.e., have a low effective contact order) thus their
formation probabilities are all similar and constant
throughout the folding process.

In order to contrast the population kinetics of the
folded state, we also studied the population kinetics
of the unfolded ensemble (Figure 4). For this study,
we defined the unfolded ensemble as those states with
few native contacts (relative to the number of con-
tacts in the native state). There is a clear relation-
ship between the kinetics of the unfolded state to that
of the folded state. For example, in protein A (Fig-
ure 4(a)) the population of the native state increases
slowly as the population of the unfolded state en-
semble decreases slowly. On the other hand, folding
processes that reach folded equilibrium quickly also
see a quick decrease in the population of the unfolded
state ensemble.

A nice feature of the MMC technique is that it
allows us to study stochastic events during the pro-
tein folding process. For the proteins studied above
through population kinetics, we also examined the
structural metrics of helix formation and formation of
structure around tryptophan residues (see Figure 5).
From the combined information in these three plots,
we can deduce characteristics of the folding process.
In rest of this section, we compare the individual ki-

netic results produced by MMC to previous lab and
simulation studies for each protein.

Protein A. The B domain of protein A, containing
3 α-helices, has been the focus of many experimental
studies. It does not contain a tryptophan naturally,
but has been mutated so that tryptophan fluores-
cence can be studied [14]. It has also been studied by
lattice-based Monte Carlo technique [15]. However,
this lattice model only used a coarse representation
of the backbone carbon-αs to model the structure.
In lab and simulation studies, protein A has demon-
strated formation of helix structure followed by the
packing of the helices in the final folded structure
[19]. Our population kinetics (Figure 4(a)) and he-
lix formation (Figure 5(a)) plots show similar trends.
While the folding process begins early on (as indi-
cated by continual growth in helix formation begin-
ning at time step 1), it takes at least 100 time steps
for any conformation to reach the native state. This
suggests that helices are formed before any confor-
mation reaches a shape close to the native state, as
seen in experiment.

ACBP. A similar process is observed in the other
all α protein, Acyl-coenzyme A Binding Protein
(ACBP). This protein has five helices and two tryp-
tophans in the core of the protein. The folding of
ACBP has been studied in the lab through trypto-
phan fluorescence, and it has been shown that it has
a fast, two-state folder [16]. From our MMC kinetics,
we see that ACBP exhibits similar properties as the
other all α protein, protein A: continual formation of
helix contacts (Figure 5(b)) and reaching the native
state after the formation of many helix contacts (Fig-
ure 4(b)). However, since ACBP has two tryptophans
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in the core of the protein, we see a quick increase in
the formation of these contacts (Figure 5(c)) around
the same time we see the native state beginning to
be populated, around time step 100. This could cor-
respond to the packing of the structure and the for-
mation of long-range interactions in the core of the
protein.

mEGF. Since the protein murine epidermal growth
factor (mEGF) has no helical structure, we do not
plot its helix formation. While it does have two tryp-
tophans, they are on the tail of the protein and do
not make substantial contacts with the rest of the
protein.

Protein G. The B1 domain of protein G has been
the focus of many lab studies from CD spectra anal-
ysis and tryptophan fluorescence [21] to hydrogen ex-
change and pulse labeling experiments [19]. Much of
the focus on the folding process of protein G has been
on the folding order of its two sets of strands. How-
ever, it is known that the helix forms before the final
stages of the folding process [19]. It is never the last
secondary structure element to form. In our MMC
results, we see a similar ordering. Figure 5(d) shows
that the helix forms quickly and is 80% formed by
time step 100. By this time step, less than 20% of the
protein has reached a native like conformation (Fig-
ure 4(d)). The tryptophan contact formation (Fig-
ure 5(e)) continues through the folding process with
continual packing around the protein core (where the
tryptophan is located).

RdCp and RdDv. Cp Rubredoxin (RdCp) and
Dv Rubredoxin (RdDv) are two Rubredoxins from
mesophilic organisms. While their population ki-
netics are similar (Figure 4(e,f)), some small de-
tails can be elucidated from the reaction coordinates
studied. For RdDv, that has been studied by high-
temperature MD simulations [17], we see two jumps
in the population kinetics (about 50% then 90%
native-like). This could be due to the early packing
of protein around the hydrophobic core, as seen in
the continually increasing tryptophan structure for-
mation (Figure 5(i)). The single tryptophan is in
the core of the protein. After the core is formed,
the helix finishes making a final set of contacts (Fig-
ure 5(h)). This corresponds with the second jump
in the population kinetics to 90% native-like (Fig-

ure 4(f)). The behavior of opening the helix loop
and then unfolding the core was also seen in MD sim-
ulation [17]. RdCp was shown through tryptophan
fluorescence and far-UV CD experiments to have a
simple two-state kinetic and no known intermediate
[4]. We also see this in our simulations. The helix
formation (Figure 5(f)) and tryptophan contact for-
mation (Figure 5(g)) show cooperative and continual
growth until the native state is fully populated.

6 Conclusion

We proposed and explored new analysis tools to
study protein folding kinetics: Map-based Master
Equation solution (MME) and Map-based Monte
Carlo Simulation (MMC). With these new methods,
we can compute folding rates and extract population
kinetics of various states. We validated our folding
rates against known experimental data. The MME
approach was able to produce relative folding rates
for three proteins, matching what has been seen in
lab experiments. Our population kinetics were also
able to identify clear kinetic differences in proteins
of different structure. Through the combination of
population kinetics and helix and tryptophan struc-
ture formation information, we are able to elucidate
important characteristics in the folding process. For
example, our results on Protein A show that helix
structure forms early, before packing of core of the
protein. This is also what has been seen in lab ex-
periment. In another case, DvRD, the hydrophobic
core is formed before the helices. This behavior was
also seen in MD simulations.

A important benefit of these approaches is that it
enables us to study the kinetics of much larger pro-
teins that can be handled by traditional master equa-
tion methods or Monte Carlo simulation. We believe
these new tools are valuable tools for discovering im-
portant features of protein folding kinetics.
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(a) Protein A: Population Kinetics (b) ACBP: Population Kinetics

(c) mEGF: Population Kinetics (d) Protein G: Population Kinetics

(e) RdCp: Population Kinetics (f) RdDv: Population Kinetics

Figure 4: Population kinetics from MMC simulations for proteins in Table 2 of varying structure: (a,b) α, (c) β,
(d–f), mixed.
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(a) Protein A: Helix Formation (b) ACBP: Helix Formation(c) ACBP: Tryptophan Contact Formation

(d) Protein G: Helix Formation (e) Protein G: Tryptophan Contact Formation

(f) RdCp: Helix Formation (g) RdCp: Tryptophan Contact Formation

(h) RdDv: Helix Formation (i) RdDv: Tryptophan Contact Formation

Figure 5: Reaction coordinates calculated from MMC simulations for proteins in Table 2 of varying structure: (a–c)
α and (d–i) mixed. Tryptophan contact formation is not displayed for protein A because it does not contain any
tryptophan residues. Note that mEGF (all β) is not displayed because it lacks α-helices and does not contain any
tryptophan residues in the folding core.


